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and nine out of ten men, just the ordinary men in the street^
unconsciously contrive to keep their stock of these vortices
pretty well at the same level, and are always dotted over
with these ugly-looking warts which utterly warp them
from thinking or feeling as they otherwise would,
All these whirls, from the viewpoint of psychic force,.
are like open sores through which the will-power of the
man is leaking out all the time ; and the first thing for a
man who wants to conserve his energies and do good work
with them is to check all these sources of waste and keep
his astral and mental bodies perfectly calm by control of
temper and by avoiding all petty worries and undesirable
little feelings and thoughts.
Q. Now what is the second effect of thought outside of
the man ?
Am. The second effect of thought external to the man
is the creation of a definite, floating thought-form.
The mental and astral bodies are chiefly concerned
with the appearance of thought-forms. Every thought
produces correlated vibrations in the matter of the mental
body, accompanied by a marvellous play of colour, and
the body under this impulse throws off a vibrating portion
of itself, shaped by the nature of the vibrations. This
portion gathers round itself similar matter from the mental
elemental essence which surrounds us in all directions,
producing a thought-form of only one colour if the
thought is a simple one. But when the man's energy flows
outwards towards external objects of desire or is occupied
in passional or emotional activities, this energy works, not
in the mental matter, but in the grosser matter of the astral
or desire body. Thus when a man's passions are excited,
or a wave of emotion sweeps over him, his astral body is
thrown into violent agitation with various characteristic

